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While algorithms exist which produce optimal binary trees, there are no 
direct formulas for the cost of such trees. In this note, we give a formula for the 
cost of the optimal binary tree built on m nodes with weights 1, 2, 3,..., m. 
The simplicity of this proof suggests that one can try to compute the cost of 
optimal trees for other special classes of weights. 
We inductively define a binary tree as a single node, called the root, or a 
root and two associated disjoint binary trees, called the left and right 
subtrees of the root. The root of a binary tree is adjacent to the roots of 
its left and right subtrees and is called the father of these two nodes. The 
root is drawn at the top of the tree (see Figure l), nodes of path length k 
from the root are at level k in the tree, and nodes along the bottom of the 
tree are called terminal while all other nodes are internal. If each terminal 
node Vi is assigned a weight Wi and ki is the level of Vi , then the weighted 
path length, or cost, of the binary tree is 
(see Figure 1). A binary tree can represent a computer search procedure 
in which the given files or letters (represented by terminal nodes) are 
partitioned into two parts successively until a particular file or letter is 
finally identified. If the weights of the terminal nodes represent the files’ 
(or letters’) frequencies of occurring, the cost of the tree corresponds to 
the mean search time. A binary tree is also used to represent a (variable- 
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FIG. 1. A binary tree built on terminal nodes (the squares) with weights 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6. By Lemma 1, the cost of this tree is 3 + 6 + 9 + 12 + 21 = 51. 
length) binary code, and the cost of a tree corresponds to the average length 
of a codeword. 
An important question for these applications is what is the minimal cost, 
or optimal, tree for a list of terminal nodes with given weights. A simple 
algorithm (described below) for building an optimal tree was given by 
Huffman [2]. Hu and Tan [5] have some results for the case in which the 
maximum path length is restricted. When the letters (or files) must occur 
in alphabetical order along the bottom of the tree, the tree is called 
alphabetic. A fairly simple algorithm for building an optimal alphabetic 
tree was recently published by Hu and Tucker [6]. Gilbert and Moore [l] 
and Knuth [4] have also worked on this problem. None of the algorithms, 
in the alphabetic or unordered case, can give the minimal cost without 
constructing the optimal tree. Erdiis recently suggested1 that one might 
try to compute the cost S, of the optimal binary tree built on terminal 
nodes with weights 1, 2,..., m. In this note we give a formula for S, . The 
value of this note lies not so much in the actual results obtained as in 
suggesting the feasibility of attacking the problem of getting a formula 
for the cost of optimal trees for some more difficult class of weighted 
terminal nodes. 
Given a list of k terminal nodes with prescribed weights, one builds 
a binary tree by successively combining some pair of nodes in the list. 
By combining, we mean the process of giving two nodes a common father 
and letting the father replace the two nodes in our list. In addition, we 
assign the father a weight equal to the sum of the two nodes’ weights. 
After j combinations, we call our list the j-th construction list. Obviously 
the tree is finished after k - 1 combinations. Not so obviously, we also 
have the following lemma: 
1 ErdGs posed this problem to Hu, who brought it to the attention of this author. 
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LEMMA 1. The cost of a binary tree equals the sum of the weights 
assigned to its internal nodes (the proof is by induction on the number of 
combinations; seep. 405 ofKnuth [3]). 
The optimal tree on L”, the list of nodes with weights 1, 2 ,..., m, is 
constructed by the following algorithm due to Huffman [2]: starting from 
the initial list of nodes, successively combine the pair of nodes with the 
smallest weights (there are no problems if the pair is not unique). We note 
that, from the work of Hu and Tucker [6], one can easily show that an 
optimal tree on weights 1, 2,..., m exists in which the nodes occur at the 
bottom of the tree in order from left to right of increasing weight (with that 
order, all combinations made in the Huffman algorithm will be tentatiue- 
connecting in the sense of Hu and Tucker). We compute the cost of the 
optimal tree in two steps. The first step concerns combinations involving 
a node in the initial list L”. 
LEMMA 2. Let m = 3n (or 3n - 1) for some integer n > 0. The j-th 
combination by the Huffman algorithm building on Lm has weight 3j, for 
j= 1,2,3 ,..., k, where k = 2n (or k = 2n - 1 for m = 3n - 1). More- 
over, the k-th combination uses the last terminal node of L” (the node of 
weight m) and the k-th construction list has weights 3n + 3, 3n + 6,..., 6n 
(or 34 3n + 3,..., 6n - 3 ifm = 3n - 1). 
Proof The proof is by induction. The claim is trivial to check when 
n = 1. Assume the lemma is true for n - 1 and consider the case in 
which m = 3n - 1. By assumption, after 2n - 2 combinations the 
(2n - 2)-th construction list has internal nodes of weights 3n, 3n + 3,..., 
6n - 6 and two terminal nodes of weights 3n - 2 and 3n - 1. The 
Huffman algorithm now combines the two terminal nodes giving a new 
internal node of weight 6n - 3. When nz = 3n, the 2n-th combination 
joins the smallest-weight internal node (of weight 3n) in the (2n - 1)-th 
construction list with the last node of Lm (also of weight 3n). Q.E.D. 
When m = 3n - 2, we consider the abbreviated initial list Lm-l, where 
m - 1 = 3(n - 1). By Lemma 2, the (2n - 2)-th construction list built 
on Lm-l consists of internal nodes with weights 3n, 3n + 3,..., 6n - 6. So 
the (2n - 2)-th construction list built on Lm has weights 3n - 2, 3n, 
3n + 3,..., 6n - 6. Letting k = 2~ - 2 for m = 3n - 2, we see that the 
first k combinations will have a total weight of 
i 3j = $k(k + 1) = 3(2n2 + n), 
j=l 
if m = 3n 
= 3(2n2 - n), if m = 3n - 1 
= 3(2n2 - 3n + l), if m = 3n - 2. 
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It remains to compute the cost of the optimal tree built on the k-th 
construction list Lkm. The following two lemmas define the shape of this 
tree: 
LEMMA 3. Let Vi and Vj be any two nodes (internal or terminal) with 
weights wi and wj , respectively, in an optimal tree T. If wi > wj , then Vi is 
not lower than Vj in T. 
Proof. If Vi were lower than Vj , interchanging Vi and Vi produces a 
cheaper tree. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. If in an initial fist L, twice the lightest weight exceeds the 
heaviest weight, then the lightest weight nodes are at most one level below the 
heaviest weight nodes in any optimal tree. 
Proof. Any combination involving a lightest weight node will yield an 
internal node greater in weight than any node in L. By Lemma 3, such an 
internal node is not lower in T than any node of L. Q.E.D. 
Since our k-th construction list Lkm always has n nodes which satisfy the 
hypothesis of Lemma 4, no matter what m is, then by Lemmas 3 and 4 the 
optimal tree on Lkm must have the 2n - 2rroglnl lightest weight nodes of 
Lkm on level [log, nj and the remaining 2rlOs@l - n nodes are on level 
[log, nj - 1 (where [log, nl denotes the smallest integer h such that 
h > log, n). When m = 3n, the cost of the optimal tree on Lkm is (where 
p(n) = 2n - 2rmq 
o(n) 
Ilog, nl C (3n + 3i) + (Uog, nl - 1) f (3fi + 30 
i=l i=dnb+1 
= ${(3n2 + n)[log, nl - (6n - 1) 2r10gan1 + 22r10gpn1 + 5n2 + n>. 
When nz = 3n - 1, the cost of the optimal tree on Lkn” is 
.&z-l n-1 
[log, nl C (3~ + 39 + (bg2nl - 1) .=& On + 39 
i=O 
= #{3n2 - n)[log, nl - (6n - 1) 2T10gzn1 + 22r10g2n1 + 5n2 - n]. 
When m = 3n - 2, the cost of the optimal tree is 
[log, nl[“~’ (3(n - 1) 
i=O 
+ 3i) + 11 + ([log, nl - 1) nf1 (3(n - 1) + 3i) 
i=dn) 
= #((3n2 - 3n)[log, nl - (6n - 3) 2r10gzn1 
+ 22r10gZA1 + 5n2 - 3n) + [log, nl. 
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Combining this cost of the optimal tree on L,” with the cost of the first k 
combinations, we have, by Lemma 1, the cost S, of the optimal tree on L”. 
Letting r = 1 - 2(3n - m), we have the formula 
S, = ${9n2 + 3rn + (3n2 + m)[log, nl - (6n + r) 2r10g2”1 + 22r10gzn1} 
+ 49 
where q = 3 + [log, n] when m = 3n - 2, and q = 0 otherwise. 
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